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FICTION

Ministry of Utmost Happiness
Arundhati Roy
9780241303986 €17.00 ____
Hamilton
The Ministry of Utmost Happiness
takes us on an intimate journey across
the Indian subcontinent - from the
cramped neighbourhoods of Old Delhi
and the glittering malls of the
burgeoning new metropolis to the
snowy mountains and valleys of
Kashmir, where war is peace and peace
is war, and from time to time
'normalcy' is declared.

*What Happened that Night
Sheila O’Flanagan
9781472235336 €16.99 ____
Headline
Lola Fitzpatrick is bright and ambitious
but she's also headstrong and stubborn.
When one evening, out of the blue, she
has to make a life-changing choice, she
decides quickly and rashly. And without
a piece of vital information that might
have changed everything.

*Woman at 72 Derry Lane
Carmel Harrington
9780008217907 €16.20 ____
Harper Collins

*Street Where You Lived
Roisin Meaney
9781473643000 €16.99 _____
Hodder

Set on a beautiful leafy street in
Dublin, the novel explores the unlikely
friendship between two neighbours.
Beautiful, serene Stella, who appears
to have it all, and gruﬀ, bad-tempered
Rea, who seems to have lost it all...
including her marbles if you believe
the neighbourhood gossip.

Over six weeks of summer, during the
country's hottest heatwave in years,
members of a choir prepare for an end
of summer concert, but as the notes
soar so, too do the scandals and
secrets ...

*Love in Row 27
Eithne Shortall
9781786492036 €9.50 ____
Atlantic

Exile
James Swallow
9781785762512 €14.50
Bonnier

Still reeling from a break-up, Cora
Hendricks has given up on ever
ﬁnding love. For herself, that is. To
pass the time while working the Aer
Lingus check-in desk at Heathrow,
Cora begins to play cupid with
high-ﬂying singles.

Marc Dane returns in the explosive
new thriller from the internationally
bestselling author of NOMAD.

____

Magpie Murders PB
Anthony Horowitz
9781409158387 €9.50 ____
Orion

Woman in the Wood
Lesley Pearse
9781405921060 €15.50 ____
Penguin

From bestselling Anthony Horowitz
comes Magpie Murders, his
deliciously dark take on the vintage
crime novel, brought bang- up-to-date
with a ﬁendish modern twist.

Fifteen-year-old Maisy Mitcham and
her twin brother Duncan lose their
mother to an asylum one night in 1960.
The twins are sent to their
grandmother's country house,
Nightingales. Cold and distant, she
leaves them to their own devices, to
explore and to grow. That is until the
day Duncan doesn't come home from
the woods.

The Child
Fiona Barton
9780593077726 €15.50 _____
Bantam
When a paragraph in an evening
newspaper reveals a decades-old tragedy,
most readers barely give it a glance. But
for three strangers it's impossible to
ignore. For one woman, it's a reminder of
the worst thing that ever happened to
her. For another, it reveals the dangerous
possibility that her darkest secret is about
to be discovered. And for the third, a
journalist, it's the ﬁrst clue in a hunt to
uncover the truth.

Camino Island
John Grisham
9781473663732 €17.99 ____
Hodder
The most daring and devastating
heist in literary history targets a high
security vault located deep beneath
Princeton University. Valued at $25
million (though some would say
priceless) the ﬁve manuscripts of F
Scott Fitzgerald's only novels are
amongst the most valuable in the
world. Whoever had the would want
money, and a lot of it...

Nutshell PB
Ian McEwan
9781784705114 €10.99 ____
Vintage

*This Family of Things
Alison Jameson
9781781620045 €16.99 ____
Transworld Ire

Trudy has betrayed her husband, John.
She's still in the marital home - a
dilapidated, priceless London
townhouse - but not with John.
Instead, she's with his brother, the
profoundly banal Claude, and the two
of them have a plan. But there is a
witness to their plot..

A poignant and powerful study of the
emotional lives of three siblings and
the girl who breaks through their
solitude.

FICTION

Shoot the Crows
Karen Perry
9781405920353 €14.50 ____
Penguin
It's been nearly twenty years since
Patrick Bagenal, stood with this
group of friends at Thornbury Hall his family's crumbling home that he
can no longer aﬀord to keep. But as
the weekend wears on, the layers of
the past are stripped away and
murky secrets begin to surface. Ones
that compel revenge at any cost.

Prague Nights
Benjamin Black
9780241197370 €14.50 ____
Hamilton
The emperor's mistress had been
murdered, and the world had been taken
hold of and turned upon its head' Prague,
1599. Christian Stern, a young doctor, has
just arrived in the city. On his ﬁrst
evening, he ﬁnds a young woman's body
half-buried in the snow. The dead woman
is none other than the emperor's
mistress, and there's no shortage of
suspects.

Constant Soldier PB
William Ryan
9781447255062 €9.50 ____
Macmillan

*Secrets of a Happy Marriage PB
Cathy Kelly
9781409153696 €9.50 ____
Orion
The wonderful and heart-warming new
novel full of secrets, lies and family ties
from Sunday Times bestselling author,
Cathy Kelly.

Bridget Jones’s Baby Diaries PB
Helen Fielding
9781784706173 €9.50 ____
Vintage

*Conversations with Friends
Sally Rooney
9780571334247 €14.50 ____
Faber & Faber

Two by Two PB
Nicholas Sparks
9780751550047 €9.50 ____
Warner

*Wedding Promise PB
Emma Hannigan
9781473619937 €9.50 ____
Hodder

In this gloriously funny, touching story
of baby-deadline panic, maternal
bliss, and social, professional,
technological, culinary and childbirth
chaos, Bridget Jones - global
phenomenon and the world's
favourite Singleton - is back with a
bump.

Frances is twenty-one years old,
cool-headed and darkly observant. A
college student in Dublin and aspiring
writer, she works at a literary agency by
day. At night, she performs spoken
word with her best friend Bobbi, who
used to be her girlfriend.

Sometimes the end is just the beginning
...Russell Green has it all: a loving family,
a successful career and a beautiful
house. But underneath his seemingly
perfect world, cracks are beginning to
appear ...and no one is more surprised
than Russ when the life he took for
granted is turned upside down.

A tumbledown hacienda in Spain
breathes new life into an Irish family
in need of hope in this uplifting,
heartwarming novel from the No. 1
bestselling author.

Hot Milk PB
Deborah Levy
9780241968031 €10.50 ____
Hamilton

Dry PB
Jane Harper
9780349142111 €9.50 ____
Abacus

Home PB
Harlan Coben
9781784751135 €9.50 ____
Vintage

Half Life of Joshua Jones
Danny Scheinmann
9781783523979 €9.50 ____
Unbound

Through the opposing ﬁgures of
mother and daughter, Deborah Levy
explores the strange and monstrous
nature of womanhood. Dreamlike
and utterly compulsive, Hot Milk is a
delirious fairy tale of feminine
potency, a story both modern and
timeless.

In a town without rain, some secrets
are never washed away...

For ten long years two boys have been
missing. Now you think you've seen one
of them. He's a young man. And he's in
trouble. Do you approach him? Ask him
to come home with you? And how can
you be sure it's really him? You thought
your search for the truth was over. It's
only just begun.

Joshua Jones' life is falling apart: he's
lost his job, his wife has left him for
another woman, and he's been kicked
out of his ﬂat. On the precipice of
homelessness and defeat, he has a
chance encounter with a beguiling
stranger, Angela, triggering a series of
surreal events that will blow his world
wildly oﬀ course

FICTION

Rather be the Devil PB
Ian Rankin
9781409159421 €9.50 ____
Orion

*One Bad Turn
Sinead Crowley
9781784293437 €15.50 ____
Quercus

Himself PB
Jess Kidd
9781782118480 €10.99 ____
Canongate

*Other Side of the Wall
Andrea Mara
9781781998328 €9.99 ____
Poolbeg

A CASE THAT WON'T DI. John Rebus
can't close the door on the death of
glamorous socialite Maria Turquand.
Brutally murdered in her hotel room
forty years ago, her killer has never
been found. Old Enemies. New
Crimes. Rebus may be oﬀ the force,
but he certainly isn't oﬀ the case.

Being held hostage at gunpoint by her
childhood friend is not Dr Heather
Gilmore's idea of a good day at work. It
only gets worse when she hears that her
nineteen-year-old daughter Leah has
been kidnapped.

1950. A teenage girl is brutally
murdered in a forest. But, somehow,
her baby survives. 1976. A mysterious
and charming young man returns to the
remote coastal village of Mulderrig,
seeking answers about the mother who,
it was said, had abandoned him on the
steps of a Dublin orphanage.

When Sylvia looks out her bedroom
window and sees a child face down in
the pond next door, she races into her
neighbour’s garden. A local child goes
missing, then Sylvia’s own daughter
wakes one night screaming that there’s
a man in her room. Sylvia’s husband
insists it’s all in her mind, but she is
increasingly certain it’s not.

Dark Tower 1 Gunslinger Tie In
Stephen King
9781473655546 €10.99 ____
Hodder

Eligible PB
Curtis Sittenfeld
9780007486311
Harper Collins

All the Good Things
Clare Fisher
9780241275764 €14.50 ____
Hamilton

The Dark Tower, introduces one of his
most enigmatic and powerful heroes:
Roland of Gilead, the Last Gunslinger.
Roland is a haunting ﬁgure, a loner, on
a spellbinding journey toward the
mysterious Dark Tower, in a desolate
world which frighteningly echoes our
own.

For sisters Liz and Jane, coming home to
suburban Cincinnati means being
paraded at the Lucas family's BBQ,
where burgers are served alongside the
eligible men. But it's diﬃcult to focus on
re-booting their love lives when the
family's mock-Tudor house starts to
crumble around them.

*Importance of Being Me
Caroline Grace Cassidy
9781785301247 €9.50 ____
Black & White

€9.50 ____

Twenty-one year old Beth is in
prison. The thing she did is so bad
she doesn't deserve ever to feel good
again. But her counsellor, Erika,
won't give up on her. But at the end
of her story, Beth must confront the
bad thing. What is the truth hiding
behind her crime? And does anyone even a 100% bad person - deserve a
chance to be good?

Today Will Be Diﬀerent PB
Maria Semple
9781780227337 €10.99 ____
Orion

Greatest Hits
Laura Barnett
9781474600217 €15.50 ____
Weidenfeld

Underground Railroad PB
Colson Whitehead
9780708898406 €9.50 ____
Futura

*Weight of Him
Ethel Rohan
9781786491909 €14.50 ____
Atlantic

Eleanor Flood knows she's a mess.
But today will be diﬀerent. Today she
will shower and put on real clothes.
She will attend her yoga class after
dropping her son, Timby, oﬀ at
school. But before she can put her
modest plan into action - life
happens.

This is the story of a life - of highs and
lows, love and separation, success and
failure. Of what it is to live a fulﬁlled
life, and how to make peace with our
mistakes.

Cora is a slave on a cotton plantation in
Georgia. All the slaves lead a hellish
existence, but Cora has it worse than
most; she is an outcast even among
her fellow Africans. The
Underground Railroad is at once the
story of one woman's ferocious will to
escape the horrors of bondage and a
shatteringly powerful meditation on
history.

The Weight of Him is an unforgettable,
big-hearted novel about loss and
recovery, and what can be achieved
when an everyday hero ﬁnds the
courage to transform his life.

FICTION

Hidden Killers PB
Lynda La Plante
9781471140563 €9.50 ____
S&S

Betrayal PB
Martina Cole
9781472201058 €9.50 ____
Headline

Lying Game
Ruth Ware
9781911215028 €15.50 ____
Vintage

Black Market PB
James Patterson
9781784757410 €9.50 ____
Vintage

When WPC Jane Tennison is promoted
to the role of Detective Constable in
London's Bow Street CID, she is
immediately conﬂicted. While her more
experienced colleagues move on swiftly
from one criminal case to another, Jane
is often left doubting their methods
and ﬁndings. Will she toe the line, or
endanger her position by seeking the
truth?

Aiden O'Hara has been head of the
family since he was kid, and he's going
to keep it that way. Jade Dixon watches
his back. Mother of his son, she's the
one who makes him invincible. But
Jade's been in the game a lot longer
than Aiden. She knows no one's
indestructible.

Four friends. One promise. But
someone isn't telling the truth. The
twisting new mystery from bestselling
phenomenon Ruth Ware.

A Wall Street crash like never
before...A shocking explosion at the
Wall Street stock exchange injures
hundreds of people and brings
devastation to one of the world's
major trading centres. A terrorist
organisation claims responsibility for
planting the bomb, but their motive is
unclear.

Fierce Kingdom
Gin Philips
9780857525017 €15.50 ____
Transworld

Blood Sisters PB
Jane Corry
9780241976722 €9.50 ____
Hamilton

Monster in the Closet
Karen Rose
9781472244611 €17.99 ____
Headline

Knight of the Seven Kingdoms PB
George R.R. Martin
9780008238094 €10.50 ____
Harper Collins

Lincoln is a good boy. He does as his
mum says and knows what the rules
are. When an ordinary day at the zoo
turns into a nightmare, Joan ﬁnds
herself trapped with her beloved son.
She must summon all her strength,
ﬁnd unexpected courage and protect
Lincoln at all costs - even if it means
crossing the line between right and
wrong.

Two women. Two versions of the truth.
Kitty lives in a care home. She can't speak
properly, and she has no memory of the
accident that put her here. At least that's
the story she's sticking to. Art teacher
Alison looks ﬁne on the surface. But the
surface is a lie.

A mother is dead, and now her killer
hunts the child that witnessed the
brutal crime...

A century before A GAME OF
THRONES, two unlikely heroes
wandered Westeros...A KNIGHT OF
THE SEVEN KINGDOMS compiles the
ﬁrst three oﬃcial prequel novellas to
George R.R. Martin's ongoing masterwork, A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE.

Dark Flood Rises
Margaret Drabble
9781782118336 €10.99 ____
Canongate

Postman’s Fiancee
Denis Theriault
9781786071132 €10.99 ____
One World

*Joyride to Jupiter PB
Nuala O’Connor
9781848406155 €10.95 ____
New Island

Fran may be old but she's not going
without a ﬁght. So she dyes her hair,
enjoys every glass of red wine, drives
restlessly around the country and lives
in an insalubrious tower block that her
loved ones disapprove of. The Dark
Flood Rises questions what makes a
good life, and a good death.

The Postman's Fiancee reunites
readers with the touching and
much-loved characters ﬁrst found in
The Peculiar Life of a Lonely Postman,
charming readers once again with his
deft touch and lyrical prose with this
love story that will move readers,
young and old alike.

There’s a heartbroken man dealing
with his wife’s progressing
Alzheimer’s, an alcoholic couple
getting into almighty rows; there’s a
man trying to ﬁgure out whether he’s
some kid’s biological father, and a
quiet murder on a riverbank. Taken
together, these stories display
O’Connor’s singular brilliance at
making the intimate universal, the
tragic somehow beautiful.

Nowhere Man
Gregg Hurwitz
9781405910736 €9.50 ____
Penguin
He was once called Orphan X. As a
boy, Evan Smoak was taken from a
children's home, raised and trained as
part of a secret government initiative
buried so deep that virtually no one
knows it exists. But he broke with the
programme, choosing instead to
vanish oﬀ grid and use his formidable
skill set to help those unable to
rotect themselves. One day, though,
Evan's luck ran out ..

FICTION

If We Were Villains PB
M.L Rio
9781785656477 €9.50 ____
Titan

Wilde Like Me
Louise Pentland
9781785762949 €13.50 ____
Bonnier

*Big Wind PB
Beatrice Coogan
9781786695543 €10.50 ____
Head of Zeus

Not Working PB
Lisa Owens
9781509806560 €9.50 ____
Macmillan

Oliver Marks has just served ten years
for the murder of one of his closest
friends - a murder he may or may not
have committed. On the day he's
released, he's greeted by the
detective who put him in prison.

Meet Robin Wilde! You'll make a friend
for life.And she'll take you on a journey
you'll never forget ...Uplifting.
Empowering. Completely enchanting.
Louise Pentland's debut novel is coming.

It all began on the night of the big wind.
A wild and savage night in January 1839
when a storm struck Ireland, leaving
such suﬀering and devastation in its path
that a mark remained on the minds and
hearts of Irishmen, and the land itself,
ever after.

Now and again we all lie awake wondering what on earth we're doing with our
lives ...don't we? Claire Flannery has had
more than a few sleepless nights lately.
Maybe she shouldn't have walked out of
her job with no idea what to do next.
Then again, maybe the perfect solution
to life's problems only arises when you
stop looking for it .

Rushing Waters
Danielle Steel
9780552166355 €9.50 ____
Corgi Books

I’ll Take You There PB
Wally Lamb
9781784757267 €10.99 ____
Vintage

Cousins PB
Salley Vickers
9780241972298 €10.50 ____
Hamilton

Mad
Chloe Esposito
9780718185701 €14.50 ____
Joseph Michael

Unforgettable and powerful,
Rushing Waters proves that even in
the darkest storm there is courage,
unexpected joy and new life....

Behind every good man is a great
woman - or three. Take You There is a
radiant homage to a single life and to
the resiliency, strength and power of
women.

How much can love ask of us? Brilliant
and mercurial Will Tye suﬀers a life
changing accident. The terrible event
ripples through three generations of the
complex and eccentric Tye family,
bringing to light old tragedies and
dangerous secrets.

Mad is the ﬁrst in the sexy, shocking
and compulsively readable Mad, Bad
and Dangerous to Know trilogy, and
the beginning of a rollercoaster ride
that those still alive at the end will
never forget.

Ministry of Utmost Happiness HB
Arundhati Roy
9780241303979 €22.00 ____
Hamilton

Crimes of the Father
Thomas Keneally
9781473625365 €16.99 ____
Hodder

Here’s to Us PB
Elin Hilderbrand
9781473611214 €9.50 ____
Hodder

Identicals
Elin Hilderbrand
9781473611238 €16.99 ____
Hodder

In this riveting, profoundly thoughtful
novel, Thomas Keneally draws on his
own experience as an ex-seminarian to
bring alive matters of faith, celibacy,
perversion and marriage.Portraying the
Catholic Church at a pivotal moment,
he shows that its prevarications and
cover-ups wreaked terrible damage not
only on innocents but on itself, with
toxic repercussions to this day.

Unlikely family and unexpected
friendship come together in New York
Times bestselling author Elin
Hilderbrand's newest novel set against
the sun and sand of island life.

Nantucket is only two and a half hours
away from Martha's Vineyard by ferry.
But the two islands might as well be
worlds apart for a set of identical twin
sisters who have been at odds for
years. This is a story of new loves, old
battles, and a threat that gives a whole
new meaning to the term sibling
rivalry.

FICTION

History of Running Away
Paula McGrath
9781473641761 €16.99 ____
Hodder

Lily and the Octopus PB
Steven Rowley
9781471154379 €9.50 ____
S&S

Beneath the Surface PB
Jo Spain
9781784293192 €9.50 ____
Quercus

Dear Mr. M
Herman Koch
9781447294702 €9.50 ____
Macmillan

A History of Running Away is a
brilliantly written novel about
running away, growing up and ﬁnding
out who you are.

Ted and Lily - Enjoy long walks. Watch
ﬁlms together. Have been known to
share a pizza. Love each other ﬁercely.
Have been inseparable for 12 years.
But there is one more twist to come in
this tail ...

Inspector Tom Reynolds and his team
are called in to uncover the truth behind
the murder. At ﬁrst, all the evidence
hints at a politically motivated crime,
until a surprise discovery takes the
investigation in a dramatically diﬀerent
direction. Suddenly the motive for
murder has got a lot more personal...

Dear Mr. M is an unsettling and
irresistibly readable literary thriller, set
in the world of writing and bookselling.

Murder Games
James Patterson
9781780895390 €16.99 ____
Cornerstone

Bullseye
James Patterson
9780099594383 €9.50 ____
Arrow/Vintage

Ginny Moon
Benjamin Ludwig
9781848456617 €14.50 ____
Mira

Silent Corner
Dean Koontz
9780007518074
Harper Collins

The next hand he deals you...may be
your last. A serial killer is loose on the
streets of Manhattan. His victims
appear to be total strangers. The only
clue that links the crimes is the playing
card left behind at each scene that
hints at the next target.

As the most powerful men on earth
gather in New York for a meeting of the
UN, Detective Michael Bennett receives
intelligence warning that there will be an
assassination attempt on the US
president. Even more shocking, the
intelligence suggests that the Russian
government could be behind the plot.

A ﬁercely poignant, inspirational story
of a lost girl making sense of a world
that just doesn't seem to add up - Ginny
Moon will change everyone who spends
time with her.

'I very much need to be dead'. These
are the chilling last words left by a man
who had everything to live for but took
his own life. In the void that remains
stands his widow, FBI agent Jane Hawk,
determined to do what all the grief
and fury inside her demand: ﬁnd the
truth, no matter what.

Defectors
Jospeh Kanon
9781471162626 €14.50 ____
S&S

The Bourne Initiative
Eric Van Lustbader
9781786694249 €17.00 ____
Head of Zeus

Framed PB
Ronnie O’Sullivan
9781409151319 €9.50 ____
Orion

Love Like Blood
Mark Billingham
9780751566895 €17.99 ____
Warner

Fast paced and full of grit, this is the
ﬁrst crime novel from the UK's most
charismatic sporting genius.

As DI Nicola Tanner investigates what
appears to be a series of organised
killings, her partner Susan is brutally
murdered, leaving the detective
bereft, and vengeful.

€14.50 ____

General Boris Karpov, head of the
feared Russian FSB, is dead but the
cyber attack he launched at the heart
of the United States' nuclear defence
network lives on. Who has taken over
the operation? Karpov trusted only
one man: Jason Bourne.

FICTION

City of Mirrors PB
Justin Cronin
9780752883342 €12.25 ____
Orion

Falling PB
Jane Green
9781447258711 €9.50 ____
Macmillan

Sunshine Sisters
Jane Green
9781447258728 €15.50 ____
Macmillan

House of New Beginnings PB
Lucy Diamond
9781447299127 €9.50 ____
Macmillan

In life I was a scientist called Fanning.
Then, in a jungle in Bolivia, I died. I
died, and then I was brought back to
life...Prompted by a voice that lives
in her blood, the fearsome warrior
known as Alicia of Blades is drawn
towards to one of the great cities of
The Time Before.

Eight years ago, Emma Montague left
behind the strict conﬁnes of her
upper-crust English life - and rather dull
boyfriend - and moved to New York City,
where she immediately found success in
the world of ﬁnance. But her soulless,
cut-throat, all-consuming job has only led
to another life she didn't want.

The Sunshine Girls is a moving story of
love, loss and family by the bestselling
author of Falling, Jane Green.

The House of New Beginnings is a
moving and uplifting novel from
bestselling author Lucy Diamond.

Red Sky at Noon
Simon Sebag Monteﬁore
9781780894737 €16.99 ____
Cornerstone

Mayﬂy PB
James Hazel
9781785762970 €9.50 ____
Bonnier

Book of American Martyrs
Joyce Carol Oates
9780008221683 €16.20 ____
Harper Collins

Perfect Little World
Kevin Wilson
9781509820689 €15.50 ____
Macmillan

Switching between Benya's war in the
grasslands of Southern Russia, and
Stalin's plans in the Kremlin, between
Benya's intense aﬀair with an Italian
nurse and a romance between Stalin's
daughter and a journalist also on the
Eastern Front, this is a sweeping story
of passion, bravery and human
survival where personal betrayal is a
constant companion, and death just a
hearbeat away.

The Mayﬂy is a breathtaking debut that
will have you leaving your lights on all
night. A mutilated body discovered in
the woods. A murderous plan
conceived in the past. A reckoning
seventy years in the making ...

Two families. Two faces of America. An
act of violence with far-reaching
consequences. A heart-rending
reckoning with some of the most
incendiary issues that divide us in our
troubled times - religious extremism;
abortion; gun violence; capital
punishment - this is a novel Joyce Carol
Oates was born to write.

Aren't the best families the ones we
make for ourselves? Isabelle Pool is
fresh out of high school, pregnant with
her art teacher's baby, and totally on
her own. Izzy knows she can be a good
mother but without any money or
family to fall back on, she's left
searching. So when she's oﬀered a
space in The Inﬁnite Family Project - a
utopian ideal funded by an eccentric
billionaire - she accepts.

Marked for Life
Emelie Schepp
9781848455375 €9.50 ____
Mira

Nighthawk: NUMA Files
Clive Cussler
9780718182892 €15.50 ____
Joseph Michael

Lost Girl
Carol Drinkwater
9780718183134 €14.50 ____
Joseph Michael

Stalker PB
Lars Kepler
9780007467853 €9.50 ____
Harper Collins

International bestselling author
Emelie Schepp introduces us to the
enigmatic, unforgettable Jana
Berzelius in this ﬁrst novel of a chilling
trilogy

When the most advanced aircraft ever
designed vanishes over the South
Paciﬁc, NUMA operatives Kurt Austin
and Joe Zavala are drawn into a deadly
contest to locate the fallen machine.
The entire NUMA team will risk
everything in an eﬀort to avert disaster
...but they may be caught in a race that
no one can win.

The Lost Girl is a heartrending story of
loss and enduring love.

A ﬁlm arrives at Stockholm's National
Crime Investigation Department
showing a woman in her own home,
plainly unaware she is being watched.
The police don't take it seriously
...until she is found dead.

FICTION

Fourth Monkey
J.D. Barker
9780008217006 €14.50 ____
Harper Collins

Persons Unknown
Susie Steiner
9780008123345 €14.50 ____
Harper Collins

Brilliant. Complicated. Psycopath.
That's the Four Monkey Killer or '4MK'.
A murderer with a twisted vision and
absolutely no mercy.

Brand new literary thriller from
bestselling author of MISSING,
PRESUMED Susie Steiner. Manon
Bradshaw is back.

My Life in Lists
Guy Browning
9781910931585 €16.20 ____
Vintage

Resolution
A.N. Wilson
9781782398301 €10.50 ____
Atlantic
A. N. Wilson's powerful new novel
explores the life and times of one of the
greatest British explorers, Captain Cook,
and the golden age of Britain's period of
expansion and exploration.

Songs
Charles Elton
9781408882382 €16.20 ____
Bloomsbury

Obsidian Chamber
Douglas Preston
9781786691972 €9.50 ____
Head of Zeus

The Songs is a bittersweet tale of
family, fame and ambition that is both
darkly comic and deeply aﬀecting.

After a harrowing, otherworldly
confrontation on the shores of Exmouth, Massachussetts, Special Agent
A.X.L. Pendergast is missing, presumed
dead. The darkest and most terrifying
Pendergast story yet.

Climate of Fear
Fred Vargas
9781784702625 €11.20 ____
Vintage

Mothers of Lovely Lane
Nadine Dorries
9781784975104 €17.00 ____
Head of Zeus

Days Without End PB *New Ed*
Sebasrian Barry
9780571340224 €10.50 ____
Faber & Faber

A woman is found murdered in her
bathtub, and the murder made to look
like a suicide. A strange symbol is found
near the body. Then a second victim is
discovered. How are these deaths, and
rumours of an Icelandic demon, linked
to the secretive Association for the
Study of the Writings of Maximilien
Robespierre?

Life and death, love and loss,
jealousies, rivalries and betrayals are
woven into a rich tapestry - the latest
instalment in Nadine's great series
about poverty, sacriﬁce and community
spirit in post-war Liverpool and the
early days of the NHS.

Floating Theatre
Martha Conway
9781785763045 €14.50 ____
Bonnier

If you read more lists than books, then
this might just be the novel for you. For
fans of Adrian Mole and Nick Hornby
and readers of all ages, MY LIFE IN
LISTS is a novel for the listicle
generation, a book to tickle funny
bones and move hearts in equal
measure.

Sleep Baby Sleep
David Hewson
9781447293415 €17.50 ____
Macmillan

Absence of Guilt PB
Mark Gimenez
9780751567328 €10.99 ____
Warner

NON FICTION

*Open Gardens of Ireland
Shirley Lanigan
9780995582507 €22.50 ____
Butter Slip Press

Grief Survival Guide
Jeﬀ Brazier
9781473660267 €17.99
Hodder

From the tinest town gardens to the
grandest castle demesnes, Shirley
Lanigan takes you into every county
on the island,north and south on a
tour of over 420 gardens that open to
the public.

No one can be an expert on grief, but
within this book Jeﬀ provides support
and guidance from someone who has
been there. Accessible and hands-on
The Grief Survival Guide oﬀers practical
advice on everything from preparing for
the eventuality of death, managing
grief, how best to support family and
friends, and moving forward.

____

Five Get Beach Body Ready
Bruno Vincent
9781786484734 €9.50 ____
Quercus

Wreck This Journal
Keri Smith
9781846149504 €14.50 ____
Penguin

George, Dick, Anne, Julian and Timmy
are keen to hone their physiques ready
for the summer holidays. All it will take
is a bit of eﬀort and willpower - and
pulling together as a team. What could
possibly stand in their way? True to
form, the path to the body beautiful is
less straightforward than they hope!

An all-new full-colour edition of this
internationally bestselling title.
Published to coincide with the 10th
anniversary of the original which
spent 92 weeks on the Sunday Times
bestselling list

*500 Hidden Secrets of Dublin
Shane O’Reilly
9789460582028 €17.40 ____
ACC

Class of 92
Gary Neville
9781785941818 €11.20 ____
BBC

*Fakeaway
Adrian Martin
9781781174906 €16.99 ____
Mercier Press

*Natural Born Feeder PB
Roz Purcell
9780717179084 €19.99 ____
Gill

It is the perfect book for those who
wish to discover the city, but avoid all
the usual tourist haunts, as well as for
residents who are keen to track down
the city's best-kept secrets.

Class of 92: Out of Their League is both a
testament to the best of modern football
and a brilliant reminder, in an era when
fans are threatening walkouts over rising
ticket prices, of what football is really all
about.

Adrian's recipes let you recreate your
favourite fast foods using easily
accessible and healthy ingredients.

Written in a wonderfully accessible way,
Natural Born Feeder features over 170
easy-to-follow, delicious recipes.

*Virtuous Tart
Susan Jane White
9780717179091 €19.99 _____
Gill

Cooking for Family & Friends
Joe Wicks
9781509820252 €23.00 ____
Macmillan

Pioppi Diet
O’Neill & Malhotra
9781405932639 €10.50 _____
Penguin

Cook. Eat. Love
Fearne Cotton
9781409169437 €24.00 ____
Orion

The Virtuous Tart will nurse your
sweet tooth and service your body
like a ﬁrst-rate Formula 1 pit stop,
and you’ll have the energy levels and
body to prove it.

All the recipes are big on ﬂavour and
packed with the hero ingredients you
need to impress your mates, fuel
your workout and burn fat.

Bringing together decades of research
in the village, The Pioppi Diet involves
easy changes in our approaches to diet,
movement, sleep, stress
management, sunshine, exercise,
posture and social interaction - changes
that all of us, no matter how busy we
are, can make.

Easy, healthy recipes that are fun to
make and delicious to eat - these are
the recipes Fearne loves and has
become famous for. Recipes she can't
wait to share with you, too.

NON FICTION

Happy
Derren Brown
9780552172356 €10.99 ____
Corgi Books

Popular
Mitch Prinstein
9781785040542 €17.99 ____
Ebury

Ten Types of Human
Dexter Dias
9781785150173 €17.99 ____
Arrow Vintage

Ultimate Happiness Prescription
Deepak Chopra
9781846042386 €12.25 ____
Rider

This brilliant, candid and deeply
entertaining book exposes the ﬂaws
in these ways of thinking, and in
return poses challenging but
stimulating questions about how we
choose to live and the way we think
about death.

Popular is a fresh and fascinating book
about the science of popularity. Based on
20 years of research and written by
popularity expert Mitch Prinstein, it
investigates what popularity is, why we
care about it so much - even if we don't
think we do.

The Ten Types of Human is at once a
provocation and a roadmap of the
hidden parts of us. It is a book to
inspire; to refashion our understanding
of our many selves and semblances; and
ultimately to ﬁnd fresh ways to be free.

This remarkably clear and helpful
book explains how to maintain an
optimistic outlook and experience the
beneﬁts of having a happy heart and
soul, no matter what the
circumstances.

Secret Life
Andrew O’Hagan
9780571335855 €14.50 ____
Faber & Faber

*Angel Hill
Michael Longley
9781911214083 €12.25 ____
Vintage

Browse
Ali Smith
9781782272120 €14.50 ____
Pushkin

In the Secret Life: Three True Stories,
Andrew O'Hagan issues three
bulletins from the porous border
between cyberspace and the 'real
world'. 'Ghosting' introduces us to
the beguiling and divisive Wikileaks
founder Julian Assange, whose
autobiography the author agrees to
ghostwrite with unforeseen-and
unforgettable-consequences.

Love poems and elegies and heart-rending
reﬂections on the Great War and the
Northern Irish Troubles add further weight
to Michael Longley's outstanding eleventh
collection.

These inquisitive, enchanting pieces are a
collective celebration of bookshops - for
anyone who has ever fallen under their
spell.

*Letters of My Life
Mary O’Rourke
9780717179077 €12.99_____
Gill

*Flabyrinth
Jules Coll
9780717179060 €12.99____
Gill

Backing the Big Fella
Harry Findlay
9781910335604 €19.00 _____
Trinity Mirror

Believe Me
Eddie Izzard
9781405922029 €17.00 ____
Penguin BBC

Letters of My Life is a book of
consideration and appreciation, and
oﬀers an illuminating insight into one
of Ireland's best-loved ﬁgures.

Flabyrinth is the story of Jules' escape
from maximum insecurity prison. As well
as sharing her journey from thin to fat and
back again, it's a hilariously, refreshing
and honest take on what it feels like to be
a girl!

The Remarkable Story of The Man Who
Lives to Gamble. Every day of his adult
life, Harry Findlay has gambled. Fearless
and formidable, bullish and bombastic,
no one in the gambling game can match
his style and seismic impact.

Critically acclaimed, award-winning
British comedian and actor Eddie
Izzard details his childhood, his ﬁrst
performances on the streets of
London, his ascent to worldwide
success on stage and screen, and his
comedy shows which have won over
audiences around the world.

*Talking to Strangers PB
Michael Harding
9781473623569 €10.99 ____
Hodder

NON FICTION

Hillbilly Elegy
J.D Vance
9780008220563 €10.50 ____
Harper Collins

Muhammad Ali
Michael Parkinson
9781473651500 €10.99
Hodder

Hillbilly Elegy' is the story of how
upward mobility really feels. And it is
an urgent and troubling meditation
on the loss of the American dream for
a large segment of this country.

Muhammad Ali: A Memoir is a fresh,
revealing and personal account of the life
of the most important and enduring
cultural ﬁgures of our age.

____

A Life in Questions
Jeremy Paxman
9780008128333 €11.50 ____
Harper Collins

Last of the Giants
Mick Wall
9781409167235 €12.25 ____
Orion

A Life in Questions charts the life of the
greatest political interviewer of our time.

Written with the clear head that 25
years later brings you, this is a
celebration of Guns N' Roses the
band, and of Axl Rose the frontman
who really is that thing we so
desperately want him to be: the last
of the truly extraordinary, all-time
great, no apologies, no explanations,
no giving-a-shit rock stars.

*I Read the News Today, Oh Boy
Paul Howard
9781509800049 €11.50 ____
Macmillan

Lessons I’ve Learned
Davina McCall
9781409165712 €9.50 ____
Orion

Set the Boy Free
Johnny Marr
9781784751791 €11.20 ____
Vintage

The Short and Gilded Life of Tara
Browne, the Man Who Inspired the
Beatles' Greatest Song.

In this long-awaited book, she shares all
the tips and wisdom she has picked up
on her 'work-in-progress' journey.
Written in the accessible, easy-going and
humorous way that Davina has become
famous and loved for, Lessons I've
Learned will motivate readers to reach
their goals, ﬁnd happiness and
fulﬁllment, and feel more conﬁdent.

Honest, witty, and moving, Set the Boy
Free is the true history of music - told
by one of its very own legends.

Brand New Me
Charlotte Crosby
9781472243287 €17.99 _____
Headline
For fans of ME ME ME, this is the next
chapter in Charlotte Crosby's
life - Celebrity Big Brother winner,
MTV presenter, ﬁtness DVD and book
bestseller and one of the UK's best
loved and funniest reality stars.

But Seriously
John McEnroe
9781409147961
Orion

€17.99 ____

In BUT SERIOUSLY John McEnroe
confronts his demons and reveals his
struggle to reinvent himself from
ex-champion to father, broadcaster and
author.

Alanatomy
Alan Carr
9781405920513 €10.00 ____
Penguin BBC

My Turn
Johan Cruyﬀ
9781509813926 €10.50 _____
Macmillan

Touched by God
Diego Maradona
9781472125033 €15.50 ____
Corsair

A brilliant teacher and analyst of the
game he love, My Turn is Johan Cruyﬀ's
legacy.

Touched by God will tell the inside
story of one of the greatest football
victories of all time.

NON FICTION

Life in Football
Ian Wright
9781472123602 €9.50 ____
Cosair
Not a standard footballer's
autobiography, Ian Wright's memoir is
a thoughtful and gripping insight into
a Highbury Hero and one of the
greatest sports stars of recent years.

*Cork’s Revolutionary Dead
Barry Keane
9781781174951 €35.00 ____
Mercier Press

*Joyce in Court
Adrian Hardiman
9781786691583 €29.00 ____
Head of Zeus

Dashing for the Post
Patrick Leigh Fermor
9781473622494 €12.99 ____
Hodder

Last Testament
Peter Seewald
9781472944627 €12.25 ____
Bloomsbury

This is a remarkable evocation of a
vanished world, though Joyce's
scepticism about the way evidence is
used in criminal trials is still highly
relevant.

A revelatory collection of letters written
by the author of The Broken Road.
Handsome, spirited and erudite, Patrick
Leigh Fermor was a war hero and one of
the greatest travel writers of his
generation.

In this Last Testament, a unique book
insofar as no other living Pope has had
the opportunity to write an account
having left oﬃce, Benedict gives in his
own words an unprecedented view of
the diﬃculties, the achievements and
the consequences of his time as head of
the Catholic Church

*Building Site in 18th Century Ireland
Livia Hurley
9781846826382 €35.00 ____
Four Courts Press

The Prisoner in His Palace
Will Bardenwerper
9781471153839 €17.00 ____
S&S

*Great Famine in Tralee& North Kerry
Bryan MacMahon
9781781174678 €35.00 ____
Mercier Press

The Prisoner in His Palace is an evocative
and thought-provoking account of how
the lives of twelve young American
soldiers deployed to Iraq are upended
when they're asked to guard the most
'high-value detainee' of all, the
notorious dictator Saddam Hussein.

This book gives an account of incidents
in Tralee and North Kerry. It gives a
detailed overview and a moving
insight into the suﬀering endured by
thousands in the area.

This study by the late Arthur Gibney
takes you among labourers, craftspeople,
contractors, builders and designers as
they populate the building sites of
eighteenth-century Ireland.

*Ringsend
Joe Curtis
9780750984119 €16.99 _____
Gill
Mention Ringsend to any Dubliner and
they will immediately talk about the
iconic twin chimneys, the 'Pigeon
Towers'. They might even mention the
Corporation's sewage treatment plant,
or the Shelbourne Park Greyhound
Stadium.

*Hannah Sheehy Skeﬃngton
Margaret Ward
9781910820148 €35.00 ____
UCD Press
Hanna Sheehy Skeﬃngton was the most
signiﬁcant feminist in twentieth-century
Ireland - an activist, writer and polemicist
of the highest rank.

Bold and Dangerous Family
Caroline Moorehead
9780701188740 €17.99_____
Chatto and Windus

SAS: Rogue Heroes
Ben Macintyre
9780241186862 €10.50 ____
Hamilton

Caroline Moorehead's research into the
Rossellis struck gold. She has drawn on
letters and diaries never previously
translated into English to reveal - in all
its intimacy - a family driven by loyalty,
duty and courage, yet susceptible to all
the self-doubt and fear that humans
are prey to.

From the secret SAS archives, and
acclaimed author Ben Macintyre: the
ﬁrst ever authorized history of the
SAS 'Impeccably researched,
superbly told - by far the best book
on the SAS in World War II'

NON FICTION

Fear and the Freedom
Keith Lowe
9780670923526 €17.00 ____
Viking

The Art of Living
Thich Nhat Hanh
9781846045097 €16.20
Rider

The Fear and the Freedom uses the
stores of how ordinary people coped
with the post-war world and turned
one of the greatest traumas in
history into an opportunity for
change. This is the deﬁnitive
exploration of the aftermath of WWII
- and the impact it still has today on
our nations, cities and families.

Stimulating and inspiring, this book
teaches us the importance of looking
inside ourselves and developing
compassion, before we can turn to
ourrelationships at home and in the
wider world.

Science in the Soul
Richard Dawkins
9780593077511 €17.99 ____
Bantam
A sparkling showcase for his rapier
wit, the clarity, precision and vigour
he brings to an argument, the
beauty of his prose, the depth of his
feeling and his capacity for joy,
Science in the Soul is further
evidence of Richard Dawkins' status
as one of science's all-time great
communicators.

____

Reality is Not What it Seems
Carlo Rovelli
9780141983219 €11.50 ____
Penguin Books
Taking us on a wondrous journey, he
invites us to imagine a whole new world
where black holes are waiting to
explode, spacetime is made up of grains,
and inﬁnity does not exist -- a vast
universe still largely undiscovered.

The Rise of the Outsiders
Steve Richards
9781786491428 €14.50 ____
Atlantic

Unleashing Demons
Craig Oliver
9781473652484 €12.25 ____
Hodder
This is raw history at its very best,
packed with enthralling detail and
colourful anecdotes from behind
the closed doors of the campaign
that changed British history.

Storm in a Teacup
Helen Czerski
9781784160753 €11.20 ____
Transworld
This is physics as the toolbox of
science - a toolbox we need in order to
make sense of what is around us and
arrive at decisions about the future, from
medical advances to solving our future
energy needs. It is also physics as the toy
box of science: physics as fun, as never
before.

The Reassembler
James May
9781473656925 €17.99 ____
Hodder
Reassembly is merely a form of
therapy; something that stimulates
a part of my brain that is left
wanting in my daily life. When I
rebuild a bicycle, I re-order my head.
So might you...I'm delighted that
you will be holding in your hands a
book about putting things back
together.

We Chose to Speak of War and Strife
John Simpson
9781408872246 €12.50 ____
Bloomsbury

*Fertility Handbook
Prof Mary Wingﬁeld
9780717172740 €18.99 ____
Gill

Sober: Staying Stopped
Tony Adams
9781471166433 €14.50 ____
S&S

A Manual for Heartache
Cathy Rentzenbrink
9781509824458 €11.50 ____
Macmillan

We Chose to Speak of War and
Strife brings us pivotal moments in
our history - from the Crimean War
to Vietnam; the siege of Sarajevo to
the fall of Baghdad - through the
eyes of those who risked life and
limb to witness them ﬁrst hand,
and the astonishing tales of what it
took to report them.

The Fertility Handbook she has created
an up-to-date and authoritative guide
for anyone who wants to maximise
their chance of pregnancy.

Sober is a truly inspirational memoir
from someone who has battled with
his demons, but has continued to
take things on, one day at a time.

This is a moving, warm and uplifting
book that oﬀers solidarity and comfort
to anyone going through a painful time,
whatever it might be. It's a book that
will help to soothe an aching heart and
assure its readers that they're not
alone.

NON FICTION

Alan Partridge: Nomad
Alan Partridge
9781409156710 €9.50 ____
Orion

More in Common
Brendan Cox
9781473659193 €16.99
Hodder

Through witty vignettes, heavy essays
and nod-inducing pieces of wisdom,
Alan shines a light on the nooks of
the nation and the crannies of
himself, making this a biography that
biographs the biographer while also
biographing bits of Britain.

In this moving and impassioned portrait
of Jo - as daughter, mother, wife, sister,
MP and activist - we see how much she
gave and how much more she had to give,
and her legacy of values and beliefs which
will live on.

*Bloody Night
Dan Harvey
9781785371295
Merrion/IAP

€14.99 ____

____

*UVF: Behind the Mask
Aaron Edwards
9781785370878 €17.99 ____
Merrion (IAP)
UVF: Behind the Mask' is the gripping
and shocking history of the Ulster
Volunteer Force, from the formation
of its post-1965 incarnation up to the
present day.

*Bloody Day
Dan Harvey
9781785371264
Merrion (IAP)

€14.99 ____

CHILDRENS

*Historopedia Quiz Book
Shauna Burke
9780717175741 €6.99 ____
Gill

Spider-Man Ultimate Sticker Collection
DK
9780241306871 €9.50 ____
Hamilton

Where’s Wally Travel Collection
Martin Handford
9781406375718 €11.50 ____
Walker

Are you a human sponge? Do you
thirst for facts, trivia and
knowledge? If so, this is the book
for you!

With over 1,000 colourful stickers, this
sticker book is a fabulously fun book,
packed with fun facts and stickers of
Spider-Man and all his friends and
enemies.

Seven sensational classic Where's
Wally? books packed into a handy
travel-sized edition.

Aliens Love Underpants Colouring
Claire Freedman
9781471164293 €6.99 ____
S&S

There’s a Monster in Your Book
Tom Fletcher
9780141376097 €12.99 ____
Penguin Books

The Darkest Dark
Chris Hadfield
9781509837328 €13.50 ____
Macmillan

What the Ladybird Heard on Holiday
Julia Donaldson
9781509837328 €13.50 ____
Macmillan

Aliens love underpants, in every
shape and size, But there are no
underpants in space, so here's a big
surprise...This brilliant book is
stuffed full of silly pants and funny
aliens - perfect for any Aliens fan!

Bestselling author of The Christmasuarus,
Tom Fletcher, has written a brand new
picture book perfect for bedtime, where a
mischievous monster has invaded the
pages of your child's book!

The Darkest Dark is an inspiring story
about facing your fears and following
your dreams.

With a whole host of noisy new
zoo-animal characters to meet and
even a cameo from the Queen, What
the Ladybird Heard on Holiday, from
stellar picture book partnership Julia
Donaldson and Lydia Monks, is a
sure-fire hit.

I Love My Grandad
Giles Andreae
9781408338179 €8.25 ____
Orchard

Never Say Die
Anthony Horrowitz
9781406377835 €12.50 ____
Walker

The Magical Fantastical Fridge
Harlan Coben
9781784753351 €8.25 ____
Vintage
Number 1 New York Times best-selling
novelist Harlan Coben partners with a
talented debut illustrator in this
fantastical and funny adventure for fans
of David Wiesner and William Joyce.

From the author of Giraffes Can't Dance
and the award-winning team behind I
Love My Mummy and I Love My Daddy,
comes a celebration of grandparents and
the special role they play in family life.

Emoji Sticker Fun
Top That
9781787001718 €7.99
Top That

____

Clover Moon
Jacqueline Wilson
9780440870258 €8.25 ____
Yearling
Introducing the brilliant and brave new
heroine from the wonderful world of
the bestselling and award-winning
Jacqueline Wilson.

CHILDRENS

The Misfits
Kieran Crowley
9781509807994 €7.99 ____
Macmillan

Misadventures of Max Crumbly #2
Rachel Renee Russell
9781471144646 €12.50 ____
S&S

Love from Lexie
Cathy Cassidy
9780141385143 €15.50 ____
Penguin Books

A funny, warm-hearted mystery
adventure from Kieran Crowley,
author of The Mighty Dynamo

Meet Max Crumbly, the NEW dork on
the block, in the second instalment of a
brand NEW series from Rachel Renee
Russell, the author of the phenomenal
Dork Diaries series

The first in a gorgeous new series from
the bestselling author of the Chocolate
Box Girls and the perfect next step for
fans of Jacqueline Wilson.

World of Norm Must End Soon
Jonathan Meres
9781408346037 €8.25 ____
Orchard

Goth Girl and the Fete Worse Than Death
Chris Riddell
9781447201755 €7.99 ____
Macmillan

Fox and the Ghost King
Michael Morpurgo
9780008215804 €6.99 ____
Harper Collins

The TWELFTH - AND FINAL
- hilarious title in this award-winning,
laugh-out-loud series. Get ready for
Norm's most outrageous adventure
yet!

Packed full of beautiful black-and-white
illustrations from author Chris Riddell,
Goth Girl and the Fete Worse Than Death
follows the adventures of Ada Goth in the
sequel to the award-winning Goth Girl and
the Ghost of a Mouse.

Release me," says the Ghost King, "and I
can do anything. Just tell me your greatest
wish." For these football-loving foxes,
might everything be about to change...?

Animalcolm
David Baddiel
9780008185169 €7.99 ____
Harper Collins
From David Baddiel, the brightest new
star of children’s books and winner of the
LOLLIES award, comes a laugh-out-loud
adventure for every child who ever wondered what it might be like to be a bit of
an animal…

Cherub 17 New Guard
Robert Muchamore
9781444914146 €9.50 ____
Hodder
Don't miss the final and most exciting
ever title in the bestselling CHERUB
series

Hero Rising
Shane Hegarty
9780007545629 €7.99 ____
Harper Collins
The edge-of-your-seat, monstrously
-exciting, laugh-out-loud adventures of
the most unfortunate monster-hunter ever
to don armour… continue.

Timmy Failure
Stephan Pastis
9781406373653 €7.99 ____
Walker
Timmy Failure returns once more in
the fifth book in the New York
Times bestselling series. Fans of
Wimpy Kid and Tom Gates will love
the hilarious fifth instalment from
Timmy Failure, aka the world's
greatest detective

Pottymouth and Stoopid
James Patterson
9781784754198 €12.25 ____
Vintage

Philosopher’s Stone (Gryffindor)PB
J.K. Rowling
9781408883730 €9.50 ____
Blomsbury
Exciting new extra content will include
fact files and profiles of favourite
characters, and each book will have
sprayed edges in the house colours.
Available for a limited period only,
these highly collectable editions will be
a must-have for all Harry Potter fans in
2017.

CHILDRENS

Philosopher’s Gryfinndor HB
J.K. Rowling
9781408883747 €17.99 ____
Bloomsbury

Philosopher’s Stone Ravenclaw HB
J.K. Rowling
9781408883785 €17.99 ____
Bloomsbury

Resurrection PB
Derek Landy
9780008219567 €14.50 ____
Harper Collins
The skeleton detective is coming back
to life...again! It's the tenth, triumphant
novel in the Skulduggery Pleasant
series, and it will rearrange your world.

Philospher’s Stone Slytherine PB
J.K. Rowling
9781408883754 €10.00 ____
Bloomsbury

Philospher’s Stone Slytherine HB
J.K. Rowling
9781408883761 €17.99 ____
Bloomsbury

Philosopher’s Stone Hufflepuff PB
J.K. Rowling
9781408883792 €9.50 ____
Bloomsbury

Philosopher’s Stone Hufflepuff HB
J.K. Rowling
9781408883808 €17.99 ___
Bloomsbury

Resurrection HB
Derek Landy
9780008169022 €17.00 ____
Harper Collins
The skeleton detective is coming back to
life...again! It's the tenth, triumphant
novel in the Skulduggery Pleasant series,
and it will rearrange your world.

After the Fire
Will Hill
9781474924153 €11.20 ____
Usbourne
Powerful, gripping, and beautifully told,
bestselling author Will Hill's After the
Fire is a novel about love, hope, loss and,
ultimately, courage.

Philosopher’s Stone Ravenclaw PB
J.K. Rowling
9781408883778 €9.50 ____
Bloomsbury

Witch’s Vacuum Cleaner
Terry Pratchett
9780552574495 €8.25 ____
Corgi Books
Fourteen fantastically funny stories from
master storyteller Sir Terry Pratchett, full
of food fights, pirates, wizards and
crooks! "Arresting stuff! So funny it's
criminal!

Goldenhand
Garth Nix
9781471404467 €9.50 ____
Hot Key
Goldenhand is the long-awaited fifth
installment of Garth Nix's New York
Times bestselling Old Kingdom
series.

CHILDRENS

Spellbook of the Lost and Found
Moira Fowley-Doyle
9780552571319 €9.50 ____
Corgi Books

Truth or Dare
Non Pratt
9781406366938 €9.50 ____
Walker

Show Stopper
Hayley Barker
9781407179674 €9.50
Scholastic

One stormy summer night, Olive
and her best friend, Rose, begin to
lose things. It starts with simple
items like hair clips and jewellery,
but soon it's clear that Rose has lost
something bigger; something she
won't talk about.

A powerful and touching novel about
bravery from the Guardian's "writer to
watch" Non Pratt, perfect for fans of
Rainbow Rowell, John Green and Holly
Bourne.

A dazzling, high-octane read filled with
death-defying acrobatics, circus crowds
with an appetite for disaster, and two
forbidden teenage lovers trying to escape
the shackles of their very different lives.

"My name is Harriet Manners, and I am
a geek." A brand new summer story
from the no. 1 bestselling and
award-winning GEEK GIRL series!

____

Sunny Side Up
Holly Smale
9780008195458 €6.99 ____
Harper Collins

One of us is Lying
Karen McManus
9780141375632 €9.50 ____
Penguin

Re-Born
Alex Scarrow
9781509811229 €8.70 ____
Macmillan

The Possible
Tara Altebrando
9781408885765 €10.00 ____
Bloomsbury

The Names They Gave us
EnermyLord
9781408877814 €10.00 ____
Bloomsbury

Five students at Bayview High walk
into detention. Bronwyn, Addy, Nate,
Cooper, and Simon, the creator of
Bayview High's notorious gossip app.
Only, Simon never makes it out of
that classroom. Before the end of
detention, Simon's dead and it wasn't
an accident.

REBORN is the gripping sequel to
the apocalyptic thriller REMADE, by
bestselling author of the Timeriders
series, Alex Scarrow.

The Possible will twist the reader
round and round as it hurtles towards
a sensational climax. For lovers of We
Were Liars, Patrick Ness and Derren
Brown.

From the acclaimed author of When
We Collided comes a vibrant,
compelling story of love, loss, faith,
and friendship.

Order of Darkness
Philippa Gregory
9781471164255 €11.50 ____
S&S
A bind-up of the first three books in
bestselling author Philippa Gregory's
rich, dramatic, atmospheric Order of
Darkness series, launching a fantastic
new cover look!

Juniper Lemon’s Happiness Index
Julie Israel
9780141376424 €9.50 ____
Penguin Books

